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by Father Andrew

Since Protestantism denied any sort of collective ‘Church’, it was always concerned
with ‘personal’, individual salvation. Therefore it was precisely out of this curious
understanding of salvation, that we are not saved together, that modern Western
individualism grew up. For as time passed and Protestantism degenerated into
Secularism in the revolution that began in the 1960s, individualism rapidly turned
into self-interest, self-indulgence, self-flattery, ‘the feel good factor’ and
infantilism. This is ‘personal salvation’ according to the individualistic, atheist
gospel of Secularism. Everyone is their own god – the ultimate millennial result of
the filioque.

Thus, after the Fall of the Berlin Wall in November 1989 and then the collapse of
the rest of the Marxist nightmare, the self-appointed task of Western ideologues
assigned themselves a task. Sure that their ideology of individualism, ‘the free
market’, had triumphed, it was simple. Under the delusional camouflage of their
slogan of individualism, ‘freedom and democracy’, in other words, do whatever
you want, they would conquer the rest of the world.

So they tried to mop up the remains of Imperial Russia (not much left there after
75 years of Western Marxism, they thought), finish off primitive Islam and stride
forward, confident that China and India would also fall into their laps like so much
ripe fruit. ‘History had ended’, so claimed the bullying triumphalists with their
‘The West is Best over the Rest’.

Now they would conquer the world through the crowd-pleasing, truly populist,
idea of selfishness, backed up as usual, of course, with the usual Western
organised violence. This hubris was nothing but the old pagan Roman bread and
circuses, revamped as materialist consumerism and the Soft Power of Hollywood
and modern music. The masses would, like zombies, swallow all this, and agree to
be bombed by NATO and exploited by Western companies from the US and the
EU, their heads zombified by Rambo, Michael Jackson, Spiderman, Lady Gaga
and any other nonsense that the West could produce.

Only it was not as simple as that. Actually, not everybody is a selfish Western
ideologue and will agree to anything, just because they have been offered flattery
and a million dollars. Some people have principles, some people are not selfish,
some people have values greater than the dollar, some people know that ‘freedom
and democracy’ are myths. Like the early Christians in the Colosseum, some
people still believe in greater things than vulgar consumer goods and Hollywood,
they believe in collective, not individual, values, values like historical tradition,
patriotism and national identity. And, just like our spiritual forebears, the early
Christians, we do not fear death. Even under the threat of coronavirus, whether
manmade or natural.

That people may believe in more than bread and circuses and do not live by bread
alone has been demonstrated in recent years even inside the Western world, with
the rise of what the venal elitists of the snobbish media condescendingly call
‘populism’, for example, as in Brexit and Trump. However, long before this,
outside the Western world (the West is always spiritually backward), we already
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saw resistance to Western Secularism.

For example, although Russia fell into the hands of a drunken Western puppet in
the 1990s and although his Harvard advisors created mass hunger, abortion,
alcoholism and suicide, Russia has since raised itself up to sovereignty. It now has
a certain dignity and we see there the long and slow return to national identity and
the traditional Russian defence of peoples whom the West has tried to wipe off the
map, for example, in Ossetia and Syria. As for the Muslim world, it too fought back
after the anti-Muslim Wars against Iraq in 1991 and 2003, where the West, despite
its mass brainwashing propaganda, disastrously lost the last shreds of any moral
authority. The world saw that the only weapons of mass destruction were those
that the Western Powers massacred Iraqis with.

Historically, the West had no success in spreading its ideologies of Catholicism
and Protestantism in Russia, India, Japan or China. Even after the collapse of
Communism, when it sent out its evangelical missionaries to the former Soviet
Union, bribing them with free English lessons, all they harvested were a few
unstable, uprooted and neurotic souls.

Even successes in Latin America, the Philippines and Africa were very limited:
Catholicism and Protestantism there are both anti-secular and have very little to
do with wishy-washy, happy-clappy, baby-boomer, self-indulgent, infantile
Western Catholicism and Protestantism, which today are simply forms of
Secularism, with as much spiritual content as dishwater. The Non-Western world
will accept consumer goods and Western Soft Power, its films and music, for
amusement’s sake, but nothing on a deep and serious level. The elite may have its
traitors, but the people remain loyal to their own age-old Civilisation and culture
beneath the surface.

Some may point to the contemporary ‘successes’ of American evangelicals in
China, who claim 120 million converts. This of course is nonsense. Just as in
Japan, South Korea or Thailand, the only ones in China who ‘convert’ to
Protestantism do so because they want to be rich ‘like Americans’ from the land of
consumerism and Hollywood. For why are the Americans rich? Because
Americans are Evangelicals, ‘God has blessed them’. By adopting the American
religion, they too will be ‘blessed by God’ and so be rich. At least that is the myth
that is peddled to the simple, ignoring the tens of millions of dirt poor, homeless,
alcoholics and drug addicts in the real America, let alone the Gospel call to ascetic
poverty and Christ’s statement that Mammon (i. e. the dollar) and God are
irreconcilable opposites. All this is just American imperialism.

Today’s Western Secularism is as unexportable as yesterday’s Western religion
was unexportable.

For instance, I remember a BBC journalist (and spy) declaring to me that
Orthodoxy in Russia is unimportant because fewer than 5% of Russians go to
Church. This statistic is true, but he had totally missed the point. Orthodoxy, i.e.
Christianity, is important in Russia not because of such a statistic but because it is
the Civilisational underpinning of Russian culture. Regardless of how many
people go to Church, all (except the elite of English-speaking thieves/oligarchs
/traitors who consort with Western journalists and spies) have Orthodox (i.e.
Christian) values in some sphere or another. And those values, of the majority, are
not those of elitist LGBT Western Secularism and never will be.

The Gospel of Western self-indulgence only works among the corrupt elite. The
puppets, traitors and crooks, appointed by the West to run Latin America (Haiti,
Cuba, Pinochet, Nicaragua), Greece (the colonels), the Philippines (Marcos), the
Ukraine, Lithuania, Montenegro, the Phanar etc, are precisely that. The West has
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only one technique, corrupt the worst elements in the country and then appoint
them as the ruling elite by force and they will allow Western companies to asset-
strip the countries involved.

How will this Western perversion be defeated?

Whether the fight is against pseudo-Christian Western religion or one of the forms
of Secularism which evolved from it, be it atheist Communism or consumerist
Capitalism, there is only one value which can stand up to Western Secularism.
And this is not xenophobia and crude nationalism, evil Stalinism in the case of
Russia – even among some who claim to be Orthodox!; this is not Maoism in the
case of China, where the ruling ideology long ago stopped being Chinese
Communism and became Chinese Nationalism, upheld by savage Capitalism; and
this is not Islamism in the case of the Muslim world, an Islamism created from the
outrage of repeated Western invasions of and interference in Muslim Iran,
Afghanistan, Iraq, Libya and Syria.

What then is the only value that can stand up to Western Secularism?

It is God, the One Universal Reality and Ideal. Not the false Western god, the idol
made in the imagination and image of Western ideologues. The real God is not
made in our image, we are made in His image. The Holy Spirit comes from God,
not from Western man, nor for that matter from the Islamic god of Mohammed,
but from the real God the Father, from Whom alone proceeds Holiness and Truth.
This was revealed by Christ, not in Europe, but in Asia, of which Christ was in His
human nature a native.

Just because the American elite has little understanding of history, culture,
language and faith, it thinks it can impose its individualistic self-indulgence
throughout the world. Insulated from reality in their bubble, it underestimates
other people. Not all are as selfish as those ideologues. Most of the world has
greater and stronger values than the individualistic self, it has a collective value, a
belief in its own national identity and destiny, culture and history, values that go
beyond space and time, beyond the here and now, back into history and into the
future, a Civilisation that is greater than the self and goes on to eternity. Not the
Western delusion, but God. Here is the answer. Thirty years have passed since
Western ideologues began to claim that the West had triumphed, that History had
ended. In reality, History is beginning again. For many around the world the West
is not Best. In the age of coronavirus the West is Pest.
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